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Enterprise Solutions
Bringing everything together
High performance networks have become fundamental
to business, manufacturing, transportation, education,
media, and security. Optical Cable Corporation
provides the right products and services to meet data
infrastructure needs, whether the enterprise comprises
one building, a campus, or many disparate locations.
Optical Cable Corporation is flexible enough to offer
solutions for virtually any industry. Our products are at
work in projects as diverse as expansive datacenter
applications to airports and office parks.
While the best time to consider the installation of an
enterprise solution is during the build phase, OCC
offers the expertise to retrofit and upgrade an ailing
network in an existing enterprise. Optical Cable
Corporation has the ability to help customers select the
right products to satisfy today's needs while still
anticipating future changes. Through refined
engineering and a specification skill set, we are building
enterprise solutions that can stay relevant today and in
the long run.
With the acquisition of SMP Data Communications,
OCC brings a comprehensive customer-centric
offering to every installation. One company can
now offer turnkey fiber and copper solutions
along with a commitment to on-time delivery
and product availability.

Basic applications
The best company to ask to do an easy job is the
one that can handle the most complex ones. For
basic cabling solutions and routine applications,
OCC offers the most reliable option in the industry.
Just because an application is simple doesn’t mean
it shouldn’t be exceptional.
Understanding the requirements of today’s business
applications is only the beginning. Optical Cable
Corporation helps our customers build systems for
the future.
Whether a customer is contemplating the latest in
fiber optic or copper cabling solutions, Optical Cable
Corporation has the expertise to help evaluate
specifications, offer suggestions, and provide
technical solutions to allow customers to make an
educated choice.
OCC built our reputation on creating exceptional
backbone and network cabling solutions. We make
certain that customers receive the proper products
and ancillary materials to complete an end to end
installation. Optical Cable Corporation and our
subsidiaries strive to become an extension of the
customer’s data design team to deliver solutions to
complement network architecture.
Today’s Optical Cable Corporation has moved from
being a name synonymous with fiber optics to
becoming a total solutions provider through highperformance fiber optic cable, copper and fiber
connectivity, and cable management. We offer the
products, support and service to realize exceptional
performance and to maximize uptime of data centers
and local area networks.
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Structured Cabling and The Data Center.
It all starts here.
Companies as varied as healthcare administration, mining, broadcast, and
education depend on the integrity of data transmission. In fact, the hub that brings
data together has become a critical link for success for virtually every industry. OCC
can support any structured cabling or data center application regardless of the
complexity of the system or the demands of the environment.
Whether the cabling infrastructure is comprised of a single computer servicing one
office or a vast network providing communications for a national retail chain,
Optical Cable Corporation provides fiber and copper solutions that promote data
transmission beyond industry standards.
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